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When a person travels fYarn his hate in a suburb of .one city to snare
destination wear ar in another city, he may drive his personal ay.tomab3le	 --
the entire length of the trip, ar alternatively take , art a5i.rplane, train
yr buS. ?'he latter modes connect between tert^^.nals in the two cities:
additiarta^. travel on bath ends of ttie trig, involving pExhaps several
other m.ades, is required to talce the traveler from his origin to his
destxnat^.an.
i
7.'he tat^:l casts of the trip must reflect the modes linking the tez^^.nals
	 ^
:%.7
to the ends of the trip, as well as the dominant cost of travel liettreen
	 -
teratinaZs„ Where an energy comparison of travel modes necessarily repre-
sents travel betcaeen te^ninals only, this analysis is an attempt 'ta examine
the effect of adding suburb-to-terminal and terminal-to-suburb travel, tv
"^
estimate the energy consumed in entire traps. 'The tvta^. energy costs aie
compared with total travel times, end dol^.ar casts to the traveler.
Tv carry out the analysis, trips between origins ^.n seven suburbs of
1
Newark, Ne<^ Jersey and dest^.na^ions in tsr y T,^ashingtan, D.C. suburbs . are
a
analyzed:
--i--
oxigict suburbs
^^.n ^Tew ,Tersey, near Newark)
}3ernardsv^:Zle
Clifton
Naplewoad
E^.^.enhurst
Lfxtdmn
Morristo^m
Pr^.nceton
destination subtiros	 ^
(in Fiaryland, near GJash^.ngtt^n, D.C.}
^^^^.
The above stburbs were selected to represent a ^s3.de range of economic, 	 ^
and thereby travel, characteristics.
.^ fate]. of 24$ spec^.fl.c feasible trips comprise the sample. Each	 3
'	 ^
trip was foZ^.acaed, by map and timetable, to clock enact travel. distances i
and times by each of the modes used.	 :.
In the analysis, trips were classified according' to the MAIN mode
i
used, for the built saf the trig between Newark and L^Iashington. Five MAIN
wades were studied. ALlT4, AIR, ^IETROIiner, conventional. RAIL and SUSn 	 I
the l.inlr tnades s connecting a texminal to each end of the trap, include
as^to. = bus ^ rail and raaltti ng. ^'ro^ . a detailed. energy analysis of ma.^xufactu^e
as well as operation cantrabutions, and an assumed occupant' level fo g
	
	
i
each mode, the energy coasumgtio.n per passenger-mile fc;r the MAIN and
J:inlc erodes are estimated as surmarized in Table SZ.
_	 Table. 51	 jf
ASSU^lEi^ gALUES .FOIL ENERGY CQN5UrfED PER ^'ASSE^IG'rllt*-^`iSLE (fpm} i
C^rb.an I^fades
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73sSt1Ale4^.	 G.7/o	 Z4fs	 ^^^
xoad factor
Enezgy units..in kilowatt hours (kwh} per passenger-mile.	 9
Mare de^aals are found in Tables 3 and ^- of the report, as weld: as ^:ts
-^
App end^t.
'Ir^^ercity^I1lAI^I).. wades	 ^
walk
	 AUTQ ^U5 IrAYL METf^Ct A.3R
QCUUJ	 Z.5	 Q„2$ 0.32	 0.6G	 2.9
3
27% 557 57G	 ^6!	 45%
I	 I	 I_	 _I.	 I	 !_	 _!
-^^.^-
For each trip type, ^:he average energy, t^.ine and dollar costs are
p1.a4:ted as shown in summary farm in Figure S1. (Mote detailed data con--
cercr.ing ix^.divi.dual trig , are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 5 in the report) -
Z'rsergy and time appear inversely correlated, in the way that energy and
dour costs are correlated. In general the more energy-intensive and
dollar-costly trips (in increasing order: bus, rail, Metroliner, aueo and
aIr) are less time--consuming. Amore detailed look at the results indicates
considerable overlap among trip types, and several exceptions and unexpected
f^dings ass discussed in the report.
It is unrealistic to assume that the average traveler chooses haw
he traue3s on the basis of low energy consumption. 3'fOrB likely, he estimates
..
	
	
the dotal amount of money the trip c^i.11 cost him, with trove]. time folded
3.n,. ^o combine time and dai.lar costs, f wo approaches are attempted.
^'^.rst, individual. trips (or trip types) are compared on the basis
of money saved per extra hour spent in travel. Table 6 and Table 8 in
the report present results, respectively, far specific and average trips.
'the analysis places kfgTRQ trips in a favorable light. (Additional con--
clus^.ons are state3 in the report.}
`^o compote the fatal perceived (dollar) costs with energy casts, the
secoiad approach "adds" dollar and tune expenditures together to reflect
the ^ralue a traveler places on his own tiros. Where plac^.rtg no dollar
.	
vaxtte an a traveler's time yields the anticipated ranking of MAi.N modes
(SUS and RA.^,. liFTRQ,. AUT(7, ATR, in order of increasing dollar costs) , a
h^:gh v^ue fo.r the traveler°s time produces a totally new, unexpected
o •^dering, and leaves BSS tr1pS a5 the most "expensive" {see Figure 7} .
The - results axe - discussed in the report,
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ghat MA^2^T made (cross li ges 3.^idacate standard deviat^.an.a^ o
^	 ^
e	 ^
^.	 cxaicE ar ^r^^^s cor^R^s^r^^ s^t^Y.
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A resident of Cli^tan, New Jersey can reasonably travel to Racitville, '
d	 and in at least 27 di^fer.ertt wa s. 	 How does the energy consumed de-M ryl	 y ,
peed art the modes chosen? 	 mhe travelers decisian ^:s roared in anticipated
dal.lar expenses:	 the dare and his perception of the value at his own
time.	 Haw do the energy casts compare w^h the time azz3 dollars st-^nt
in travel?
i^lhile it is well kna^,*n that travel. by bus or ra^.l, consumes considerably
Tess energy but mare brae than auto or axr travel, such conclusions are ;)
traditionally based on terminal-ta-terminal axta^yses, involving only ^
single wades of travel. 	 Unless he uses the auto, however, our Cl.^,iton ^
resident swill use at least three separate modes ^.n his trip ^o Racicville:
one (ar mare) to .*_ransport hitn grout hatne to the appropriate ternt'Jstal in
-Newark, perhaps a 15-mi.le t.r^.p; the mode (bus, rail or air) involved is ^
ehe 225-mile terminal-ta- termi.nal trip between cities; and the f^inai tIIOde(s) ^
dram the l+lashingtoxt Cextnirial to his desti.Tr.ation, .perha^,s another x5. mires ''	 ^
in travel.	 lil this case, the suburb- to-city or ci^r-ta-_suburb travel
adds 15% to the city- #a -city distance.	 ^'he energy addition could be
proportionately higher,. b:eca^tse of the e:^.tensive use o^ the auto to I^,rtk -'
suburb to city.	 In addition to t3.me spenh in travel, appreciable. waiting
times axe required ea connect between modes.
Far our laboratory area. we chase the New Yark-to Washington corridor.
,^
^ive al.tcrns.t^Ve main wades eT A at gar these gips : ^	 aixta; aix, htxs, cazt^
-
vettti.anal electric - rail. and the_ ^ietrol finer which we take to be re^resenta^: five
2
c^^ ^tewer, faster rai3. systems between many U.S. city pairs. 	 For a rea^.isti.c r
^^
^.	 .	 .._A travel trade (auto.9 btzs, etc,)	 ^.s aystinct ^roui a t^'^.p wlz.^:c^i cue de^
^^ntn as ^ set o^ modes whose cau^inaCion 3.inlcs a specif3.ed origin a^td
des t^a^ati.an.
--i-
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data laase, h,^idreds of specific trips between sccburbs ita the Newaylt-Nava
^ar^c (o.x^l.bixi) aces. and suburbs Yn the tv'ash3.x^gtoa,. D.C. (destination)
area -were anaI.yzed far. thc^ energy consumed,. iza the tra;rel bet^reen cities
(te^^.nal-^o•-cermi*^a^.} and total. ari^;in^-ta-3estinatian Travel for each
trip. ^ addi.tion, Natal ti.m.e spend -?^ travel a•^d wai Ling, ^^d the dal^.ax
^:asf to the trava3.er were estimated.
^'or each main mode connecting a termin g i in the origin city ^ai.th a
tert^i^a^. in tlae destinatian city, any number of ^*ays e^3.st to get to aa:
front the terminal. rzui:a al?. the wsy to the terminal, fur e^;a^zple, ar
several. wades combined (e. g. , walk to a buss^ap, hc^s to city hus terminna3.,
,snd taxi try :rail terminal} . ^ addition, "auto" can represent private
^uta cri:tlx pa3:lci.^g cherges, rent-a-car, ta:ri, }ziss-a-Rid¢ (involving double
mileage), mr Parl;M s-Rule tahere available. The choice of trips proceeded
f^cam an analysis. of what specific trips are current^.y ar^ai.lable (i.e. i ho^^
^ individua3. could Gravel from the origin to the destination in questio.a):
cnznhined with some judgment concerning what trips are likely to be taken.
'l'he set of subuxbs was chosen to caner e wide range a^ distsnces
^rosn the center cities between which the intercity travel is based. Qn
the supposition that the choice of tra^rel mndes depends to same extent
.^^
nn income, the cammuni.t^.es are intended to represent a variety of economic
-	
The orgxnal indent of -th •ts work was to include pn.l:^utian s'costs'f
as weld. as et^e -^gy, time .anc^ dol.Yar expenditures, t^ithout further wort:,
`.:. fire .>:esu.J:ts are i^i,cancxusi•tre,, arid' wi.11 not b:e includ^u in th^.s paper.
^-r,A. mare spee3.fi.c rule of thuuab (oat used - quantitatively here) tn^.ght
..
be .the: 7:euel, of itacn^ue cnxrel.atea in increasing order witS^ use af.bus,
ccaz^ventiohai rai.^.; ^ietro^.^.:rer; au^Q end air ^ we will di^^uss this later
^.n li:gi^t. a^ ^:lze results of the study.:
i
I
3
^4^	 j	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^
^3-
characteristics as well, as travel altexnatives. The set consists of
seven suburbs in the Newark--New York area and tcao suburbs near Washix^gCOn,
^. ^. To simplify the analysis and to avoid uninstructive compl3.cations
resul.tinq froth passible use of three major airports in the New York area,
all 5uburb5 in the first set l.ie in Neer Jersey (and are therefore served
by Newark International Airport). The travel envisioned is from a home
in. ane of t]ae New Jersey suburbr^ to a place of business, or to a relative T s
or friend ^ s borne in the tdashingtnn area.
The New Jersey suburbs are described in Table 1. Clif ton., as a
^:
aiddle-income large ss^b^.{rb tan t^il.es north of Newark, offers a wide
aange of bus and rail links to doc^-ntown Newark or Necr Y'arlc; bus or ra^.l
gavel. to Washington might proceed through New York because of a direct
rELil line to Hoboken. Maplewood is an affluent community 5 miles west
of 1+Fetrark, ^ahile T,inden, seven miles south of Newark, has a larger re-^
p;.esentstion Pram lower income families. Farther away, 20 miles to the
west, is Bernardsville, cahich is a low density, predominately spt^er
middle crass community. A few miles north of Bernards =^ ill.e is Lhnrristown,
a larger aammunity with 2. wider range of income. groups. A^.l of these
aormnun3.t3.es have a rail linlc (and in most cases bu.s Iinlcs} with Newazk,
so that non-aura travel t a Washington is feasible. On the Neca Jersey shore,
same 35 miles southeast of Newazk, ^,s A,lle^rhurst, chosen for its lacic of
d^.rect routes L-o Washington. The seventh New Jersey suburb, coincident
with the location of the study, is Princeton, which lies near the travel
Distances given here are as-Chi-crag-flies. Subsequent distances,
fir the purpose of analysis, are. for actual travel distances.
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^^e b,t^:ee:t ;ie^rark - and TTs.shingtan, this is a cammu^ity canaiderab^.y south
b^ . Nev^ark, : o teat travel. tc3 W^shingtan by air involves ca^es^.derab^,e back
trac^.tin g
^y	 I
.	
'.^h.e C^1ash::^ng#:an su^aarbs are both in l^iaryla.^zd, Bethesda, a c^.ase^-irr	
_
I
suburb only 2 ^ni? es frog ^,Tashington city ^:mits and apprax^.mately $ tttzZes
xram downtown ^,1ash3rtgror^, ccntGins co^terciaZ: est gb].ishmnts ^ Ctracting
business trips (Nation^.l I^istitute of health, for example) as *rae^1 as
residential azeas. Rockville, a suburb ^arthsr out, 3.s 9 miZ^s from the {
c3.ty lzca^.ts; ec^uid^.stant (Z8 arilAs) from bath Wash.ing.tan . a^.-^paxts, ^.t
1
offers a ra^.1 ? ink: to the. centxal city, 	 J
tdith^,n tha°boundaries a^ reasonab^.e judgment, aZ1: trips bet*. peen ^	 ^
these :faur^een pairs of Newark .axed T,lashi^gton suburbs were. analyzed in
terms of the energy and tame expended Far each trip; the cost to the
t^ay.eler ^,T2s estimate,. _both , in ^exnss of otxt-of-pocket casts and ya^ue i
of the- traYe^.e^: t s t^.me spent in trav'a^.^	
iii
ieach .trip coxts:^.sts of. a inaitt..mode (auto, bus., co^tventonal rail,	 {
^^etrol:ner or 'air) :and ^.^.nk inades (auto= bus_,_ rail.- o^ ^alk^ to connect	 !"
__	
-
the .travelex Pram ho^ie .the Qra:g?n, in , one .o£ 7 Vew Jers ey sub.t^Ias) .ta	 - ^
the ,i:ern^ina.l faa: the maize saode, in the Newark 'a^ea,> ar connect him from:_ the 	 ^
maim mc^de^ s Washingtan termirari.^. to his destiz^a^iori .: .(fin and of : ? W^.sh^.^tgtpn
,^
suburb s j . gripe ^^rolvang o*re, Lhree; a^. a maximum of sour.. ^.^ks (imcludiug 	 ^
the maw mode) wers cans^:ctered. Tda^.^.cing -fso gr :a. bus . to ra.xl, sta.^saxr : saas : . , , . ^^
-	 cons^,de.rad a I.xnk, while x^ralkzng at the - begixining or and- of the br^.p, `frt^m
..	
_
`	 home tti ^Ti.e laca^. bns ax .ail. tezm^.r^a7 ,: f_oz , examF^.e, ta'a5 not catiuf:ed as	 ^
one!- of the ^otn: links, (^^'a^:king'cc^nsumes neaxl}T' negi^figible energy	 In
,.....
,.
,.
add^.to^, while it is obvious that• travel frouz home tQ a ^:i^cal tczmina3 	 °,d
,.
^.A local aiypa^'t ^ervzces Pri^ceton^-ta^-j^^as^izngtorc tr^.ps, ^rwth genera3.Wp
_^ ^nia^.^er plaxies thin: those used 3:n Newark to T^ashir[gton fZagh.ts^ „.
_.	 ..	 _ _	
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^Gr cons^.stency of ana^..ysis ^ a ^:.1 air. trips.... cansideretl here dill ariinate
._ sxom the fiewark a^.rpor-t^
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	^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^
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might involve a short auto trig, this small increment was neglected for
the ^5^-mile trips considered here. If tYao links are by the same mode
{city bus connecting to iaitercity bus, for example), they are counted as
tF^o separzte links with waiting tame between.
'	 The only single--Link trip is AUTO, where a private automobile is
used far the entire trzp. Letting capital letters denote the main mode, '
with RATE for conventional rail and METP.a for Metrol.i.ner, a three-
link tr3.p by rail might be auto-RtllL-auto, auto-RAIL,-rail, bus-RAZE-auto,
etc. A four-link trip involves a double link at ane end, such as rail-
bus-RATE-bus, or bus--bus-AIR-sofa.
With this set of ground rules, hu,-^dreds of possible trips exist
bettaeen any ari.gxn-destination paxx. The following assumption. are
a^gng those used to cut the number dorm to a manageable set of likely,
as well as physically possible, trips:
].) With a rare exception, auto used at either and connects to the
^tgZil-mde terminal (f .e., auto»METRtl-auto is mare likely than.
auto-bus-METRO-auto} .
^} Auta link between origin suburb a.nd Newark airport or rail statias^
i.s private auto, with parking charges,
3} Auto ix.nk between any two city terminals is by taxi. {e.^., ba'^^een
bus ar^d rail s tatians in Ner^arlc},
^} Auto liIIlc to ^ietrop^rk (I^etroliner station) is Park-n-Ride (free}^
S} Link from Washington airport to destination suburbs is by Renb-
-Ear auto {air tzaveler is apt to be ' y in a hurry"} .
^} Auto ?ink from Washington ^f gTRO is by taxi..
7} Auto Link from Washington SUS or RAIL terminal to suburbs is
"^	 by F:tss-n-Ride.
8) ATR traveler to Bethesda uses National. Airport, while both
National and }]idles Airports serve Rockville.
9} Far the wore affluent New 3ersey suburbs, BU5 travel to Washington
is Less likely than travel. by the other ^fAZN modes.
,\
_,^
Far all origin-dest^.nation pairs, locations of terminals, detailed xoutes
and t3.metables wexe analyzed, so that a].l trips studied represent actual
trips currently taken.
7.'abla 2 shows the trips chosen far this analysis. A passible choice
between two tex^zinals (Ne^rark or Metrapartc, for use of MBTRC; ar the
availability of two airports for AZK L-rips to Ttockville) is indicated by an
asterisk. ^E^.e resulting samp^.e set inc7.udes Z48 trips.
BefQxe proceeding L•o our analysis of specific trips, the energy
characteristics of individual modes are summarized,in SecCian B. T`or each
^ttode, energy requirements to manufacture the vehicles and guideway are
considered along with the usual operation energy contributions. Details
are presented in the Appendi^:d
'The laxgest BU5 representation is in the Clifton trips, We start
our discussion of the energy-t.^.rte-dollar costs with a detailed analysis of
trips between Clifton and Aackville: Section C. Other specific trigs are
discussed b^: iefly in 5ectian D. With preli^anar^ resu^.ts in hand, cre
examine our results averaged over ail origin-destinata.on pairs, in 5ectian
F. 'T'he salient results, comparing energy, time and dollar costs, are sha^ro. 	 {^
^xi Figuxes 4^ Sand G.	 'Tentative conclusions are drawn by assigning a 	 -	 ^
dollar va?ue to the traveler's time. Future directions for this study are 	 '._j
.	 ^
,,
suggested in Section F... 	 ^
Conve^it3onal rail trains do not stop at rietropax^k.
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E. ENERGY C^TARACTERISTTCS OF TRl^vEL MODES USED IN INTERCITY TRAVET^
Driving a 3600-pound automobile which averages 14 mpg and carries
2.2 persons is equ^.valent in energy terms (per passenger-m^.le) to driving
a 2000-pound (25 mpg) oar o7ith 1.24 persons or, if we can hypothesize an
overall eff^.c^ .ency improvement of 15l, a car carry^.ng only' the dx^.ver can
maintain a campa^rable efficiency, if, at 1800 pounds it averages 32 mpg.
Ixt, an energy comparison of LxiPs, the average occupancy of the vehicles
used. is as important a consideration as the vehicles t energy efficiency
(i.e,, energy Per vehicle--ma.le). The results presented in this study can
'qe translated znto equivalent situations such as these.
Table 3 summarises the energy cons^nPtion for each of the urban and
:^
intercity {i.e., MAIN} modes considered. 	 The energy per passenger--mile
(^ } is estimated from the energy consumed per vehicle-mile (^^} divide3
Pm
Uy the assumed average occupancy levels (p), as shown in the table. For
the auto used as a link to MAIN modes, a lower occupancy (and lower mileage
of 12.3 mpg) is assumed. The average occupancy for urban modes in general
corresponds to national averages, wh^.le values of p for the MAIN modes
caare obtained from major carriers serva^ng the Idew York-ta-Washington routes.
'fhe energy per vehicle-Ynile estimate includes the operating energy
requirements (moo}, plus the energy consumed in the manufacture of the
vehicles {I+F.^} and guideways (D?g^ amor sized aver their respective lifetimes
( •^v and D g) . Evaluation of the energy consumed to manufacture a veh^cl.e,
for exasaple s involves tracing the manufacture process back to the mini,-ag of
the ores from which the metals were refined, and estimatir^g the energy
contribution at each step. The evaluation of the energy requ^.xed in the
^r
Energy units used axe thermal, kiJ.o^,ratt-hours {kwh} where 1 kwh is equivalent
to 341.3 ETU,. Eor the electrical modes, ener,;y consump-Cian represents enemy
resources used, by tatting into account the efficiency of electricity generation.
',:
.	 ,:.^
"t
i
i
'^
^	 i ^	 ^	 ^ ^ ^	 .
_^^_
'^ab 1e 3
ENERGY-PER-t^1iLE DA'^A T^'dR
DRBAN AND IN'^ERCiTY MdDE5
p s ^
-
-
(average nt^ber
-^^(icwh per treats pm,
-^o^ passengers per (kvrh per
veh3.cle-^i1e}	 per vehxcZe) vehicle} passenger-^^.1e
T3rbsn Mader: -
auto 3.6	 144 6 2.6
=ilus 9,o	 s.o ^^o ^.^.
^-^^^^ 13.2	 41.E	 ^ 72 0. 32
^i
ws1R 0. 063	 100 7. 0.063
intercity (PLA.iN} Modes:
•s
AUTO 3.2	 2.2 G ^.. 5
BuS 7.4	 ^	 28.4 44 £}.26
.r
R_AiI^(canventional}	 13.2	 1E1. 0 72 0.32 ij
MEiR"'7.iner 26 . ^}	 40.0 72 0.66
AiR 147.	 49.9 109 2.9
r
_^	 f	 ^ . _	 .	 .1	 f	 l	 ^	 .	 _^	 . ^
-11^-	 .
'manufacture of a 57-ton passenger aircraft was carr^ .ed out as part oz
this gro^ect. 'I;xgure l shatrs schematically the steps, and, cvrrespond^.ng ^
•	 energy contrabu^ions involved. The total apgraachns 5 million kwh, enough 	 .
to propel the aircraft 15,D00 ^.les.
Individual manufacture contributions, far each r1AIPI mode, are
summarized in Table 4. {Their derivation i,s described in the Appendix).
These contributions are "added" to the operatio •.n energy consumption (fiv ),	 -
by the following formulae
^^ = ^a + r^^IL ,` +rig/Lg 	{l)
i
to yield the energy consumed pe;.' vehicle-mile (6^} sh^c,^n in Table 3 for
-1
each mode.
Qn a terminal.-tv-terminal, flr energy--par-passenger--mile, comparison
of the biAll^ modes, it is clear that I;I3S and conventional R_4IL consume on3y	 _ .` ^
-	
1
half the energy of M^^.`^:0 which in turn is t^yice as efficient as AUTO. By	 ^ j
x	 jfar the least efficient made ^.s AIR. Ho^.T does the energy cam -narison	 ^
change ^rhen we. include the incremental energy due to tra^crel from the
	
..t
tra2*eler 4 s home tv, say, the Newark terminal, and travel from L•he j^Tashxr►.gton
terminal to his dest^.nation? Ta 'answer this question, we turn our attention 	 ^	 ^
T
tv specif3.c traps, be^-ween Clifton, Nets .jersey, and Rockville, Maryland.
	 ::
^.s i^i.cated ire Glie Appendix, energy values for ASR represent an .aver,t.ge
of L•he air craft used far Newark- -to-Natian.a^. fllglits, ir► w sliart•-lau7 f3:g1^
pa.ttez-rt. ^ energy results for Ne^oarlc to-1]u^.l.es> flights are considQrably 	 -
h^.gher because of the use of less effici.er^t a^.xcraft and lower accuganc^t'
levels.
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MANCIFACTURE ENERGY REtjOI ^	 ^N'I'S FOR MF1IN MOI]ESZ
v	
^	
v	
dig	 Lg	 3
{Itwh per	 (vehicle-	 {kUrh per	 {vehicles)
veh^.cle)	 ^n^.I.es)	 r^x.le}
.^:UTD 38,.000	 0. ^. milliau,	 4.5 miXlian	 1&O.mzxl^.nx^.
BUS $DD, DOD	 X.mil^.ion	 4. 0 miZ3.zon	 5^.^z^lion	 _	 3
^^L^
^^,
^y	 y	 q2,D0O,ODD	 ^. mi^.^.Z.a17.	 5r0 Tfl^.A^.IOII	 3S.m^.1.^.i.on. 	 '^f'
ASR
i
5,900,00©	 ZO.millian	 5$.millian	 33D.mzllion
,^
Each Iinlc mode {e.g., auto) is assumed to have manufacture energy
casks s]snx^.ar to its corresponding. r^!T[^I made {AUTn}.	 '^ab1e AZ in
the ^.ppend^.^ provides the needed deE:ai3..
and dig are the energy requirements for the manufacture of the 	 ^
veY-^cle and guideway, respectiv^.y, a^.d L	 and Lg are the carrespanding	 j
^.3f etimas . v
$Imdepencient analyses of ME^ROI.ixier and conventian.a]. RAIL cars give
str:Lkingl^ similar values for M , ^ see Table A2 in the Appendix. 	 ^^
_^
C ^ C^,IFTOI\-•TO-» RQCi{Vihl.^ ^RTPS
i
A person trave:^i.ng by AUTO `•from Clifton, New Jersey to Rnckvl.11e,
Y^xryl.Rnd tYill travel. a distance of approximately 225 miles. This was	
- ..,
the rui^simum travel, distance for the 27 trips studied Isetween these Liao	 r
suburbs. The trip will tatce him 4 hours and 30 minutes, and witka tolls
1
and operating; auto expenses it gill cast: him nearly $34.^ If he drives 	
a'
a 36D0 »pound aar tahl.ch Isar this trip averages l^ t^pg, the energy consumed
.;
tJauld be i2^ kwh.(kilowatt hours). Were he to talce a passenger, the energy 	 ,^
i
	` per person--trap waul.tl be only 363 Iauh^ Using the national average of 2,2
	 i
-	 ^	 ^person•: per auto {which incl.u^?es recreational. trips) , the result becomes 330 i
^rh ger person-trip; the higher average occupancy will Iae adopted fox
	 ^
y
--	 AIJTa trips in this §tudy, wi^:h xezerence to driver-a^aly energy consumption.
consider f^.rst, the traveler who uses an auromabile on both ends
,
: '.i
of the trip. It he i.a in a hurry he ;ni.g;ht travel, by AIP^. Driving 16.5 	
a
j
miles to I^'ewark airport (incurring $3.50 in parking charges for the day), 	 '
he might take a plane to National, airport, and rent a car for the 2l^-
^.le trig to Rvckvillea The resulting energy cortsu^nptl.on is 790 kwh:
the auto links add l^! to the energy consumed 3.n fl^.ght,, so that f ^.n	 -
this case, nearly all. the energy consumption is attra.butab3.e tv the MAT.0
^nvde. To use the kaietraliner, he would drive 14^ mi7.es tv the ATetrark 1'egr^
^^	 Cost estimates far the automobile are based an the average 13.5
per toile, which includes g;?^sQline, insurance and registration fees, wear3
ar^d dear, maintenance and the capital, cast amortized over 3.OU,Ofln miles.
P^,ECEDING'r PAGE+ ELANK N(JT FS^^i%: a
^_	 : p
	
..	 .
_	
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•	 a
Rail.rcaad Station, (foz' wh^.ch he would pay ^2.OQ in parking charges for the
	
m
day), take METRO 2IS m^.les to Washington, and then a taxi. I $ miles from
the Washington^s Unxan Station to Rackville. The res^^lting energy consumed
is 2^S kwh, representing a 63% increment over the MBTRO energy consumption.
	
^
Hs.d he taken RAIL, the auto travel. is nearly the dame ^r^ .th Kiss-n-^Ra.de at
the destination end s the tot^.l< energy cansumed xs 2DO kwh, or almost thra^
	 3
3
times the RAIL energy. Bnergy cansumpt^.an far a BiFS trip is similar. 185
'	 Ic^.^h, slightly avex L-hxee times the BU5 energy.
'Ihe energy results for these trips, designated as auto-^A.7Zd-auto,
are summarized in Table 5. Although h^.ghest for the AIR trap, the energy
consumption is only ^°la higher than it is for the traveler driving himself
by AUTO. W^.th an andit? oval_ passenger (ax a cansidexably more efficient,
smaller automobile) , the AUTf} energy is only tF7% h^.gher than the METRO
energy (rather than 220°t higher for the diver-only AUTO). A.Ithough
the terminal- to-terminal energy consumed per vehicle -mile for METRO ie
twice that for RgIL (see Table 3), the total energy consumption for the
i
au;.o-i^TRO-auto trip is only 13% higher than the aata-FLAIL,-au.to trip.
{This i.s beca^:ss the auto links add so s^.gnifica_ntly tt^ *he METPO and
even morc^so to the R,AI-L energy). Bight percent lo^^rer than the RAIL trip, the
auto-BUS--aut.o tr.3.p is the lozaest ^esgy--consumer of Chis type. Tcxe cna,;ti-
	 i
"^
mum dispar^ ty, between the ATR and BU5 trips, i . s a £actor of ^a.3.
Aga alternative is to fl.y from Newark to the F]ulles airptsrt y
 canich is	 • j
t
f^txther outside of tdashingtoa, but. alst^ 2l miles .from Rockville„ . The
fart is the. same, and with an increased flight cZi.stax^ce aid 2El sni^.es the	 ^
-^
travel tme . a.s only 1S .minutes lo:►ger; thus. it.>_s.a choice . a .txave?ex . 	`
-^.
well might mite. Prnb^ebly unbeknown : to him ,  . the resuT.ting energy consumption.
,.,
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Au^O T,INYS hT BO'^H ^IdDS
^^^.^ racde ^ex^in^,l^-
i:c^-^tex'm3.na7.
encr^y f
en^r^Y aansumed ca^tsum^st3.on txaysl L• imc dn^.7.ar cast
. di.starice Grav^aled	 --	 pex ^x1p	 (°lo a^ tats.	 _.. .pex ta^ip pex^erson-tx^.p_
^I,I'I=Q' {d^^.Yar vnl.Y) 22b ^i.I.es	 725 k^aYa	 1001 ^r.5 hours ^3^+,
^. _ _--
AIT'ED ^nat^ .on^I. R^era^a 22G 330	 100! ^. ^ ^^.:5.
accupa^icy^ ',
^cx^awAIl^-auto. 272 790	 8t3 2.7
'^$ 48,	 E
^.uta.^-^1E^P,0-aura ' 217 225	 63 ^ .0 ^ ^3^
auto -RAT_L-a.uL-a 2^5 200	 35 4.9 $ 22
an^a^-73US-auto 276 ^. ^35	 32 G .I. $ 21.
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A
iss, by our estimates, astanish3.^ngly high: 2450 kwh for the•trip, ar three
timss the energy consumed via N^.t:ianal. Part of this increase is due to the
usG of aircraft better suited to longer range ^ri.ps: L^ecaark-ta-Dulles is
often only one leg of a longer trip, The moan increase is dote to the con-
sidezably lower load ^aCtar: 25°/^, vs 46 °!n far Nacaark^to-Natian2^. trips
(See Appendi.x). Since AIR tr^?ps via National are probably more repre-
	 ^
sentatave of short-range AI'R trigs, and the Dulles results imply a bias
	 :=
against AIR, we have chosen to exclude the AIR via Dulles trips from our
sample. T^ius from hereon in, AIR resu^.ts represent: travel via Nati.onGl
carport.
Returnang Hour t:a the trips described in 'able 5, cahat are the time
and dolla^^ expenditures associated w1.th them? In terms of dollars, AIR
is the most expensive (^48, i.ncluding AZR fare, auto operating and Barking
expenses from Clifton to the NEwaric airport, and Rent-a-Gar from National
airport to Rockville}. Since the ,AIR traveler is probably ire a hurry how
much tame does he actually save? And how much does it cost him? The
flight time is less than an hour. The time spent in auto travel at both
ends adds another hazer. A conservative estimate of 45 minutes tal:al
c^raii;ing time at Newark a:.rpart far the plane and a3- Natiional for t:he Rentw
a-•Car brings t;he total time spent to 2.7 hours. As is evident; in Table 5,
l
this is the toast time +-consuming of the auto-MAaT-auto trips„ Por 	 ..;
example, auto-^^TRO-auto takes an additional l.3 hours ^-- but costs $lS
	 _	 :^
^,
'less. 'the travalex's tame must, i.n same sense, be "worth" mare than X11.50
per hour to render the AIR trip preferable aver METRO.
As a measure of whether a traveler mould choose one way of travel.
(i.^,, mo^Ie combination) aver another, we have com uted the ratio of t:heP
3
j
doa,lar cast di.ffrerence and the travel time difference, between pairs
;1
_	 d
- i
i
i
r
-:.. 	 ..	 ,.	 -
..	 .,
.J	 .^
^.
^'^^^'
^	 i
I
oz trips listed in Table S. I^.ore exact^ .y, ^.^ CL and TL reox^ esent respect-
_	 ively t1•^e dollar and_ tame (hour) east, ^^ "rig L, L-hez we aefire the "ti.me
•va^.ue" VLM 
between trips L and ^? as the fo^.low^.r^d ra.tia;
Ll.+i
	
	 (x)
TL - Tif
^ general {;with one exception noted below), the less tine-consuming
tripe cnst the tratre;.er mare,. x.e., V^1 is pos^,t:^ve. Tf tr^.p L costs
more than t_ip M, then trip Lis preferaiile to trip ii (i.e. the excess
cast ^.s "woxth it") if the 4rave^ .er values his time more than VL^i dollars
per hour. Thus, the time value far AIR. vs. t^^TRO %ampared above becomes
$II.SQ. Or this basis, the lower the. value of 
^T.^f, the.. mare attractive
the cha:i.ce of trip Lover trip M becames .
Table G shows the resulting time values `d.^ ^^ foxes the sofa--3.^f.IN-auto	 `
trips presented. in Table 5. Continuing w^.Lh our compa_ison of A^.R vs.
other t^4.IN m6d.es, l-he value for' rJ^^ is nearly Cha same £ar AIR vs. R6.IL
as it is fax AIR vs AiETRO 	 the added cast of AI'R vs. RAIL is con
sideralaly ^nnre than it is far AzR vs. Z^TRE3, but the time savings is
greater lyy agpraiimately the same f$ctar. 	 Ii
Much c^.dser to realistic tuns values are AIli. t*s. ^^TTO {driver anly}
and AIR vs. B11S.. Lf a pe^san vz^.ues hzs time at mare th^ix $$ are hotxx, he i
r^csuld choose AIR: 3.nstead of dxittizzg his AtFT^ cr riding a RtiS. (^f the
^ravelex, like many, udd^res timates the wez^ing time invalve3 in Ate.
-^
This measure is inte^eded to reflect a traveler = s perception of	 ^
the va^.ue o^ his- a^ time, and - not necessar^ ;^.y his earn^;ng paver.
i
i.
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J
.^ ^ _
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COMPARI50N OF auto-^fAlN-^au^o TRIPS dN EASIS OF
T30LZAR VAT,1.T^ TRAVELER PT ACES ON HI5 OT7i^ Tll t^  :	 C-
TIVENES^ 0^' 'FRT^' L OVER TR.^P ^i II+TCREASES AS VZ.	 DECREASES	 ^
-	
.^.,.»
.....	
^
,.
fir..:
,
-Trig	 ^,	 ^i
au-to^MA^^au.Co	 auta^2^i1N-auto
,.	 1Y.50. p.er spurA;'r^	 is prefer: ^S.le to	 ^	 INTRO .i ^ tr^^ e.ler ° s : t^.me
,^
is viarf^hutore than , 	^.^^
dig	 „	 AUTOS	 rr	 ^.$p pex hour
AI?^	
!^	
?III,	 „	 ^.^. ^a hex hour
.^.I'R
	
:e .
	 UuS	 rr	 7.90 peg: hqur
i
AUTO	 ° t	 METF^0	 ^ r	 ^
-	 AUS^	 tl	 -	 B^s7 -	 it	 ^.	 iJn.1.U^
-	 -	 -	
_	 -	
-	 ^
i
'Time v^.'^ue ^	 ^.s campat^ed. from dollar cost c^y^^erenae dxv^.ded ^y the
f^he ^^.^^erenae in total travel. i:lme, iae^taeen the ^;aa Md]N.sodas. sha^rn.	 (see -	 ,.
Eq, ^}	 ^ a^7. cases` khe ^^.rst trip shavrn` cans mare coney ^^zd lens tame) ^
than the ;. sc^cand..
	
,:
'	 'AUTO tx^:^s ^:epresen^ - the dol.^.ax' oust isorne 'by the driver alan^^ ,	-
-^
^,
,.	
-	
...
^'	 ..	 _	 ` .
A^TTQ (driver only) tri.P ^.s ba^:h more dQ1%ar cns •^ xy and mare t^an^ coi^sLSg
tllaxr	 au-ta^-METRO-auto...
3
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.travel, the time value VLr; of ATR va A[3T0 could Tae as law as $5.40 an
hoar, waking tha choice of AIR over AUTO more attractive than it is when
Catal travel time is considered.) On the other hand, a traveler valuing
.	 his tame at less than $8.0(? an hour would find travel by AIR F.ot worth
tine added cost, and cab tTais basis would find any other hLAIN mode pre-
farBble.
Comparing travel by non-AIR modes, AUTO saves so little time over
conventional RAIL that the added cost of $l2 would not Tae worth it fox
most people (Resulting value of V AT is o^aex' $30). On the opposite ex-
treme is RAIL vs BUS; for only a single additional dollar, more than an
hour can be saved.
For this set of auto-T!iAIV-auto trips, there is an exception to the 	 ^
more-time more-money hypothesis, namely for AUTO (driver only} vs. METRO.	 ^
^i
Compared with auto-METRO-auto, the AUTO is slightly ($1) more Gvatly and
	
	 _
.:i
consumes an additional half houz in travel time. Thus the ME1'R_0 trip 	 ^
'	 i
S
is preferable -- by a small margin -- on both counts. The choice Tae-	 3
t^aeen [Hades w^.11 be made on groE:nd4 other than economics. The fact
that l^TRO cv^^isumes considerably less energy per person--trip unless the 	 ,f
AU`i0 carries ? on the average, 3.2 persons p^.aces METRO in an even more
G
favorab3.e pos3.tion. ^^
:'	 ^	 ,
	
' .	 k^k
i1
	
i	 ;^ glas:ce at 'fable 5 Calls o.s that, in general., the more costly, Tess
dime-consuming tr^.ps consume the most energy. Ranking t^^.e MAIN modes 	 `'
..	 ^ tTie a.uta-AfA.IN-a:uto tr^.ps according to the maximum dol3ar costs, minz.mum
t3Ch^u'aI ^inae dnd tna:timam energy consumption the follotring rough order	
y°^
emerges : A]R, AUTO (driver only) , METRO, RAIL and T3TJS . (AUTO wink. 	 ' ^
_	 5
	
^'	 passenger-falls betwee^7 ATR and METRO for energy rating, but is the cheapest 	 w
-	
^' a
	
.	 of ali modes in dcal.lar cost per passenger, if the cast ;s shared equally
	
^	
___ _^	 _
I	
I	 I	 I	 l	 !
dzz^-
k
among the passengers.) Thus the ranking seen in Tab la 3 for the terminal
towterminal energy co'osumptian per passenger-mile (f pm) for the MAIN
modes is preserved for these auto-FAIN-auto trips ^^hen total or^.gin--to-
destination energy consumption or the total dollar cost is considered,
and is reversed for travel times.
Observations to this point have been based an trips in which the auto
was used to Iinlc to and ixom the lu.A^3' mode. Many other Link nodes are
feasible for Clifton-to-Rock-^ rille trips: Table 2 indicated the 2^t^ mode
combinations chasers far this analysis. The energy-time--dollar res^xlts
are shovrn, irs bar - graph farm, in Figure ?.
i^isually we see the follocazng pattern in energy ca nsurnptzon emerge:
ATR and AUTO (driver only) are considerably more energy intensive than
any of the METRO, R^DTI, ^d BiIS trips, and unless AUTO carries 3 persons
it is zxot competitive with th° three more energy thrifty MATI^ modes.
As alx'eady seen, when the auto ^.s used at both ends of the trip, the
energy results for METRO, RAIL a^ad B11S are sesprisingly similar: the
auto links add so signiLie.ant?y (by a factor of 3) to the RATI, and BSS
energy contributions Chet the totals era not eery different Exam the
^x
M^TRf3 totalo
The energy advantage of BUS and BAIL trips over INTRO widens as the
traveler relies Tess on the automobile to ^.inlc with the MAIN made.
Because bus and rail. use sa much less energy than the auto does, per
n
a
E
i
i
fa
1
i
a
Far ^easans mentzc^r^ed earl^.ez, the AIl^ trips via Dulles are om:i.tted
from the graph.
ku
Phis is ixi part attributahla to our assumption that hiss-n-Ride,
involv3. ng double auto distance, would be used to 13ssk SUS and RA]1^, to
RaokvilJ,e.
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F^.gure ^ : ENERGY, TIl^fE AND DOLL_^R EA?EN DS'i'^3l^S FOR TRIES BETSdEEN CLIFTON AND ROC^VILLE.
Tnt^.l energy ,.esuZts are separated among individual MAIN and 3. ink modes com-
prising each trip; total time is divided between trave3. and waiting times.
l	 ^__	 _t
^.2^_
e
passenger-mile, and because the distance traveled an lick mules is, for
Cl^.ftan-to-Rockville, cansiderAbly Iesa than the MA g] mode travel dis-
tame, hus and rail add very little energy to the terminal-to-terminal.,
'	 ar ^^.^T,energy consumption.
On the bottom half of the graph, somewhat as a reflection of the
energy bar graph, are shown the dine and dollar costs £or each trap. Tsi
general as we move from AIR to Bi7S results, the travel time increases
tah^.le dollar costs decrease, On the (arbitraYy) scales used in ^i.gure ^,
the lines depicting dollar costs are considerably larger than the coxres-
parading Came lanes at the AIR end, and the situation i.s prabressively
reversed as we move through AlTTO, riE'1'R p and RAIL until, at the I3US end,
time lines are much longer than dollar lines.
Lets look in mare detail aC the different trips far the same MATH
made. l±or the three AIR Grips considered, the AIR energy sa dominates
the total. energy consumption that the use of more energy-thrifty modes be-
tureen Clifton end the airport causes an insignificant energy reduction.
The same obsez^ration halals for dollar costs. The time added to travel.
t4 Cl^ce airport by bus instead of auto, ho^^ever, is significant. Since
the resulting tame value Val of auto-AIR-auto vs bus-bus-ATR-auto is
amly $2.b0, a person traveling by AIR may as well use an auto on both
ends of the trip.
The METRO ta-ip energy result range from a maximum of 225 IcFih (auto-
I+^TRO°auto) to a minimum of 160 kwh for rail--rail-METRO-ra^.I. ^`ar
the latter the rail links add only 5%, eo the TIETRO energy consumption.
^, fame-moAey comparison between these L-;ao Grips leads to: a time savings
of 1.5 houzs faL $I0.60, ar, the rail-rail-METRO-rail ^.s preferable for
a person wlio values his time at less than $T.00 an hour.
Rail from Clifton to Hoboken, change for Fenn Station in l^ew York
City, METRO , ta Washington, and rail to Rockville. The. only non-auto
linlc from Clifton to Newark RAIL station is by bus.
i	
^	 ^_
w^^^
The range of energy results for RAIL trips is wider: fro^a a maximum
of 200 kwh for auto-RAIL-auto to a minimum of $2 kwh for rail-rail-RA FL-^
rail. A similar range in energy results is seen far the BU5 trips. Of
all the trigs studied, the lowest energy consumed is for rail--rail-RAIL-
a
xa^.l, with rail-bus-BUS-bus only 3 Icwh higher at 85 Icwh. This is to be
contrasted with the largest, auto^AlR-auto, energy result which is an
n?'der of magnitude higher.
^'or the several trips by each main M[^DE (See r figure 2^, the waiting
time and thereby the total. travel time, increases as the use of non-auto
links increases, Ta determine to what extent these increased travel times
are correlated with decreased dollar costs, we examined the sign of the time
value V^ far all pairs of trips in the Clifton-to-Rockville set: as we
saw in Table ^, V^^iis generally positive, to indicate trip L as more dollar--
costly but :Less time-consuming than trip M. Of the Z7G possi.^hly tr^.p
pairs {excluding trips via tulles Airport), only about 35 of them have
negative values of Vim . And in many a£ these, the time di.fferenc:s TL-TM
or the dollar , cost difference C h-C^1 is so small as to make the sign of V^1
3xt s^.gnifican4, The choice in these cases is obviously toward the
cheaper (and less time^consuming^ txip.
^^Te have already noted th2t auto-METRO-auto costs less money and time and
consumes less energy than AUTO. Similar comparisons exist for seta- RAIL-
sofa vs. rail-rail-METRO-rail, and auto-METRO-auto vs, bus-bus-ASR-sofa,
far example. 13n the othez hand, several trip pairs show an energy decrease
al.c+ng with time and money increase {positive V LM) : auto-METRO-rail vs.
AUTO, far example, where the farmer is more expensive and (slightly} wore
^7.1I7^-Gan9Cim3S1^, btlt far Tess energy-intensive.
..	 ..	 _ ,,
	
- -
__ _ _ _	 _ .
^.^^^
^^
^^ this three-dimensional ana^.ysis o^ energy, time and do^.las:s -#
spent, an unmanageable number o^ comparisons can be made.	 And con-
4
elusions from speciFic examples are untrustworthy. A^tex a bs'^,ef 'look
at truss between other ox'igins and destinations, we will. examine trends
seen in the averae values o^ the data. ^
'.
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A6 OTHER ORIGIlEI-DESTINATION PAIR5
The set of origins described in Table I. represents a wide rang y of
trip patterns and travel C11o1Ce5 available to residents. Where Clifton
is relatively close to Newark (as well as to New yozlc City}, Allenhurst,
on the share, is far from any metropolitan center. The direct distance
from Allenhurst to Rockville by AUTQ is ?08 miles. A trip via Newark
by BUS (e.g., auto-bus-BUS-sofa} can total over 3fl0 miles, but cnsts
the traveler considerably less (in energy as well as dollars); if he
travels via Newark by AIR, r_he time savings overAUTO Ls SS usinutes
(although the energy and dollar costs are considerably mare), but tha
distance traveled ^.s again over 300 miles.
•
	
	
Another difference between Allenhurst-to-Rockville and Clifton-tn-
Rockvi.11a trips is in the fractional increment in the energ-,^ aonsumptinn
due to the modes 7.inking to the MAIN made. Fnr::s.u^Eo-RAC-auto trips,
the auto linlcs in the Clifton trip added 19fl°/o to the RAIL energy con-
sut^ption to gives a total of 200 ks•^h for the trip. Far the longer Allen-
burst trip (via Trenton} the increase was over 400%, raith a fatal of 270
ksah for the trip. The alb.--rail. trip for tine twn origins, ors the Other hand,
show similar low energy consumption. The travel time involved far the
Allenhurst trip is propartianately higher than it was for the corres-
ponding all-rail Clifton trip, ^•^hen compared faith AUTD.
A suburb located almost as far from Newark is Princeton. The Al1TQ
`ravel distance is 188 m^.las, taking 3.8 hours a:^d consuming 27^ kwh
of energy. As itas essentially true for the trips foam Rackvi7.le, two
trips take Less time than the AUTO trip: auto-riETRO-auto (vza Trenton),
No auto-BUS-a^ata tr^.p was consf.dered since a persdn with access
to his awn auto is more likely to drive to Rockville, than d^.ive to
^:
	 Newark to hake a I3i3S.
^^_.^° __
il
4	
^^$,
;`
^
'	 ^ !.
which takes 25 minutes Tess (costs X2.50 Zess) and consumes 34% Tess energy;
--	
and auto^Al^'-auto, via Newark and I3atianal airports, • which takes almost ^Q
minutes less hat consumes over 3 tim^:s as much energy as the AUTQ trips.
(The corresponding ^aeia far the Clifton trips was 2.4). 	 The AIR trip
is near^.y twice as expensive as the Ai]TO trip, sa that the time v,1 ue
F
V	 far auto -AIR-auto vs. Ai3TC becomes X38.	 A Princeton businessmanI.^i ^
might t7toze realist^.cal7.y etiaose between the early 2^TRQ and AIR via
_
f
-
•^
Newark,	 Tha resulting time savings of IS s^^ .nutes would cost him $27,
_
'ce to	 an his time of ovex '`125.	 er hour.	 I`or the Clifton.	 putting a pry 	g	 ,^	 p ,	 }
trips, the corresponding ATR vs r^TRt] val:^e of VS^^ was $ll. , for which AIR i
saved l.3 haute in travel t-±me over I^IETRC. ^';:.^
IL we were to look -±n detail at trips to Bethesda, ar other trips
.to Rockville, we would see resin is s^ni.lar to t base shown fa;. Clifton to
RQCkvi.^.le xn Figure 2. As indicated by the Allenhurst and Princeton
trips, the magnitude of energy, t^.me and dol^.ars spent differ (the energy
added by the modes linlcing with the MA^i mode is less, for exatnp^.e, in
the Bethesda trips then ^.n the Rockville trips] and comparison of specific
trip types tray give different results, but zn general the trends are
similar to those shown vi.sua.IZy in Figure 2.
BAs mentioned on p.5, it might be mare realistic to consider auto-AIR auto
: s
	
v^.a a small airport near Princeton. The less likely trip, vza Newark, is
^	 cans^.dered here far consistency, and to include an extreme, as the outer
..:	 ed.ge : a^ sanity, for AIR trips. {Mote that the extreme still produces a
relat^.ve^.y fast ATR trip).
^;L
^^
^.
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'	 ^ ^
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E.	 AV1aRAGE VALUES, AND STAI+IDARD DEVTATTOIQS
To examine suburb-to-suburb trips without bias toward any particular
type of origin ar destination, we have examined the mean values of our ,..^
-	 energy, time and dollar data.	 Far each trip type, or mode combination {e.g., ^
z^uto-RAIL-auto), the data Caere averaged over all l^ origin-destination
3
pairs {As sho^rrn in Table ^, a made combination was often not feasible
.	 a{for utany origin -destination pairs -- bus^BUS-auto, foz examp3.e}	 In ,:j
addiction the average data for all trips of each MAiN made type were
obtained.
'	 For each set of data for which average values were computed., the
_^
a"
^
standard deviation was estimated ^acc ord l.Ilg to the formula
..v	 ^ .^^X^ ^.^
Xi
-	 ^ _	 '^,	
--^az.	 X -	 i^l	 (^}^
t^_
where F represents the mean value of the N data points ^Kx^^^:	 'This serves
as a measure of how w^.dely the trip data vary among the many
origin-to-destir^atian pairs.	 Small values of	 o' are hopefully a sign
_.
-	 ,^
that trends seen in the data are significant. i
Consider, then, an "average" suburb-to
-suburb trip representing the
mean of the ^.^ origin-ta-destination pairs in the study.
	 The AUTO distance
_^
for this trip is 2l2 miles. {The average distance :raveled far all ?^9
trips studied is 25l miles). Th+^ energy consumed is 311 kwh; the time
TJe do not mean to imply that our set of trips is a scientifically 	 ^
chosen random sample of all trips in the New York-to-Washington corridor.
	 ^_^
.	 Rather, we welt a variety of trips to span a realistic range of trip
	
F
patterns for medium-range, suburb -eo-suburb travel.
_	 The terms `mean arseaverage are used interchangeably Bore, a^ da-
^Ckk
This see e^:cludes AIR via Dulles trips, of which there ca pre 19.
h^#
-	 -_
,^
5^
..
:..	 - 	 ..	 .. f' ♦ '.
93
^_
	
r
spent is 4,3 hours sad the cast, $31. The mast energy-thrifty trip is
_3
xa^.l-R.1ZL-rail, whose average ig 76 kwh; the mast energy intensive is
..	 s
auto-Ate.--au.to at 800 kwh.
'	 lit a manner analogous to Figure ^, 'tae plot, i^, Figure 3, the energy,
;'
tie and dollar expenditures fax our average suburb-to-suburb trips, Each
	 ^
e
value represents an average of all trigs of that type studied.
7
^'or the energy results, the energy consumed by the M.41I^I made is
indicated belax^ the total (average) energy consumption. In ac^ditian, the
magnitude o^ the standard deviation a is indicated by an arrow for each
i
mean energy value, slang with the number of trips (N) from whi.c^t the mean
values were calculated.
a
E
As is evident i^ Figure 3, the value of cr is in general an order of
magnitude lower than the corresponding mean value. This is. to be contrasted
xa the average (net sho*:n) of all trip types zor each origin-ta-dest:inatio*^
pa3^:, for which Q was comgcrable in magnitude to the average energy value_
Thus the homogeneity of the data is stranger as^ong trips of the same mode
	 ''
combination between different origin and destinations, than it is amontl
5
all the trips between the same origin and destinat^.on.. The standard
	 ^
deviations far other quantities averaged ( -time, doll a. cost, distance, etc.)
showed similar behavior. Note, in addition, that. the magnit:^ide o^.^ is
	 '':^
greater £or ail trips by an,y MAIl+^ made than. it is .fox individr^al trip ty}^es 	 !
by that MAIN made.. The purpose of this work is to analyze. the costs vC
many tr;.p types, ax mode c:ambiz^ations, -with a vareitp of origixi aiad des--
Nations providing a range of nesults. The relative smallness of ^ .^i^	 -^
dicated in Figure 3 is hopefully z-sign that trends seen in the average
,^
-	
^
;.	 data for each trip type are segresentat^.ve of many intercity trips.
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A visual, examination of Figure 3 indicates an expansion of the same 	 -^
trends we saw for the Gliftan-to-Rockville trips. Lividing all trip types
t
according Co their present MAIN modes, the first set of five bars shows 	 ^
mean vaYnes far all tr±ps by each MA Ili] mode. The anticipate'. result is
there: in order of decreasing energy cansumpt:?en ; increasitig time and
6
decreasing dollar costs, the M^4IAI males are ranked as follows •. ATR,	 ^
AUTO, METRO, RAZZ and SUS.
A terminal-to-terminal energy comparison is based on energy per passen-
ger--ml.le fpm data far tk^e MATH mades s of c^hich Table 3 is a samp7.e. We
want to compare these with the average energy Per passenger--mile data
resulting from our origin-to-destination study, w1-^ere these data, denoted E ,
pm
in;clade the effect of wades lintcing to the 2 atAIN modes, and the variation in
total distance traveled as a resu3.t of different mode combinations. Values
for Rpm gill be computed from khe total energy consubed for each trip type ,
as shown 3.n Figure 3, divided by the total distance traveled. Far our
' :average" subu;.b-to-suburb trips the minimum distance traveled is by
AUTO: 21,2 miles. Trips involving RAIL ar METRO average 245 miles. On
-the average, SUS trips are longer: 265 miles. By far the longest
trips axe by AzR, for which the average trip distance traveled is 2$0
miles. Since Fi9ZZ or BUS is Less energy-intensive than AUTO {an the basis
of Spm), the added distance traveled narrows the energy gap between RAIL
#and AUTO, or SUS and AUTO trips. On the other hand, the fact that origin--
to-destination AIR trigs are sv long makes them appear even more energy- 	 '^#
intensive than they would in aterminal-to-terminal analysis.
•.,:
:,
^	 is
ti. 	 `The AUTO distance was a minimum far each origin-destination pair,
as well as for their averages.	 _
s..^
f	 r
.	 -^^^--
Table 7 shows a compar^soxt of terminal-towterminal energy-per-passengar-
`^	 mile (E4m} data with the average energy consumed per mile { Vim} by a
^"	 passenger for a complete trip bet:=een origin and destination. For a
direct comparison with Bpm , values spawn for Bpm represent average
values for 2.1.1 trips by each MAIl^i mod em , -s
 th the range in values indicated
^.
for relevant trips.
Tn all cases, the maximum values result from an auto linlc on both
ends of the trip (s.uto-ATR-auto, eta.) For BUS trips, the link modes
increase fpm by as much as b y a factor of 2.[^ (or as little as 1.2), The
increase far RATT. is similar. Far METRb, the increase is a maximum
factor of l.^ while Gn $% reduction is possible by the use of bus and
rail for tcYo of. the tcao or three Iinits. For AI1Z, any ground transportation
is Tess energy--intensive, but because the energy consumed in flight ^.s
so high,. the resulting energy Per passenger-m^.le,T m , ^.s between 90^ andP
98°!0 of the value shoran for ^ m . Thus the ma,^.ar va_riati.dns are seen forp
t_he energy-thrifty modes, and the gap betcaeen BUS and ATR is narro4s2d
by an origin-to-destination versus a te;-r^i:-^a1.-to-terminal comparison.
An analogous comparison can be made with dollar costs per passenger-
mile. Tt turns out t:-^at the cost per mile for each ATt1Il^T mode, as measured
by the fare between terminals, is to a great extent independent of terminal.
pairs, far our study area. The variation is a factor of t4ao: BITS costs a
passenger approximately 5.5^ per mile, BAIL costs b^ par mile, METRO ^.s
9c^ per nzil.e, and ATR is approximately 12^ per mile	 {^y our assumption,
driver-anl.y A^ITO is the mast aacpensive, at 13.5 per m^,1e) . A total. trip,.
oz: course, includes the dollar cost associated caith the Zink modes, par^:cibQ
charges and to11s. The resulting average dollar casts per passenger-mile,,
for the entire origin-to-destination trig (averaged aver trip types for each
MAIN mode) increase the term^.nal-ta-terminal costs b y from Z.^ to 3^ pex mile:
to 5^ per mile for all. BITS trips, T^ per mile for FtATL, 11^ per mzle for TiRRR4p
up to 15^ per. mile for AUTO and nearly IG^ per mile for ATP..
-	 :.	 _
,.
_^
i}}e
9
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Per-passenger-mile data do not reFlect dif^Cerent distances
traveledi, between the same origin and destination by differe *_. t made
combinations. We return now to the total costs per trip for the
mode comb inations studied, The ma:^imum average energy seen is for auto-
AIR.-auto, at 800 Icwh. This trip t}ape also reflects the mZximum daliar
cost ($49} -^,nd u^inimum total Cravel time (2.7 hours) . The minimugt energy-
consumer is rail -RAIL--rail at 76 kwh. Onl}= slfghtly above the minimum,
about 6 ^,cwh h9.gher, are ra •r l-auto-RAIL-rail, rail-bus-RA?'L-rail, rail-
rail-RATL,-ra.i.l, and rail-bus-BUS-bus. 	 Thus, with one exception, the
mode comb inations including only hus and rail are One most e:.ergy
efficient, even though ttte dist^ces traveled are considerably larger
than by AUTD or same other mode combinations. Since auto-A IIt-auto
and rail-RA?'L-tail represent combinations of, respectively, the higf:est
aid lowest energy-cor. sumi.ng modos, the factor of ten var ?ation, from
$00 kwh to less than rBJ ?cwh, probably represents a realistic range of
,A
results for..-suburb-to--suburb trips involving cities approxzsnateZy 200
miles apart.
ThA variation for time and dollar costs is a factor of three.
Where auto -Al.R-auto represents the quickest (7_,7 hours} but most costly
($4^} trip, the cheapest trip is by bus»walk-BUS-bus fox $14.00, Yaith
corresponding travel time of 7.3 hours. Similar low-cost (and time-
intensive} results were seen for rail-bus-SUS-bus ($15; 7.$ hours} } bus-
RAIL-rail ($14,50; G hours} and rail-RAIL-rail ($15; 5.7 hours), dote
that the energy consumption for these trips is Haar-minimum, so that
they become the antiNhesis of the energy-intensive dollar costly and time.,
sa+riug auto-AYR-auto trip.
^In Figure 3, auto-h us-BUS-auto and auto-bus-SUS-bus results reflect
__	 tri.^s only from; Allenhurst: the anomalously high energy consumption is a
result of the added i^ravel required to get to centrally located BUS ar
R4IL terminals.
1
I	 I	 I	 I	 l	 r
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As is evident Pram Figure 3, nearly all BUS and RAIL trips, whose
maximum cost is $2fl, are considerably less expensive than the average driver-
ozaly AUTO trip whose cost, including tells and i3.5^ per mile, comes to
$31. Clearly if the cost is shared evenly between driver and passenger,
A[3TO can be as "cheap" as BUS or RAIL, In terms of time, the A[}TO trip
t>>.kes ^.3 hours -- considerably less than the average of 5.^• hours for
all RAIL trips and G.9 for all BUS trips, and on a par with the I^TRfl
average of ^•.5 hours. As noted, AUTO is more time-consuming than AiR
trips which average 3.2 hours -- for an average addit?onal cost of $16.
In general, as Ore saw for the Cliftan-to-Rackvi.11e trips, these
time savings can be had far a price, or, savings in dai.iars or energy
cost the traveler time. [ae are faced 4rith a three -dimensional analysis:
energy vs. timevs. money, where the optimal trip represents a minimum
in these three variables, ar some combination of them. The task is
''^
complicated by the inverse carrelati_on beta.=een sz^ergy and time, and
bet^,^een dollar cast and time. As there is na intrinsic dollar value
of tame or energy, an o3ajectiva index of the "total" cost of a trip,
reflecting energy, time and doll.,. costs, is difficult ^o came lap.
Far our purposes here', we twill approximate the three- ^imensianal analysis by
presenting the results in twa-dimensional fnrm, where we compare costs two
at a time e.g., time vs. mnney^,wi.th reference to the third (energy)-
We start with energy vs. dollar cost: Figure 4 shows the results
far our t 'ave;..age" '!suburb-ta-suburb travel.. Fcr each MAIN mode, the
mesh energy-dollar cost is shown, with the stanuard deviation i.n energy
ar dollar cast indicated respectively, by a vertical, or horizontal line
through the mean value. In addition, the (average) result far each
trip-typo i.s shown, These values appear in clusters, according to their
MAIN ssodes. It is evident that, for each MAIN made, results far the
,,
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F3.gure ^: TOTAL ENERGY V3. TDTAL DOLLAR EXPEND^U12E5 FDR AVERAGE TRIP.
v ^	 For each ri3ArN mode, lards circle {caith cross Tines) indicates
average value (and standard deviations) far alb, trips by that
MA3Sitrade. Other parts correspond to mean values for indi-
vidual trig types. (Data shoran are canszstent with Figure Z).
^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^	 _^...^.. _ ._ ^	 ^	 ._ ^^
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several trip types in genera;, vary less than results for differenC MAT.N
	 '^^
9:
modes. The exception is 13it5 and RAII. where the energy-dollar results
overlap aansiderably: BUS trips are slightly more energy and dollar-
'^	 ccstly than RA7^. trips, METRO trips are considerably more costly in
'i;
s
energy and dollar terms. Considerably higher --mvreso iil energy than in	 ^
dollar terms -- is AUTO: the energy consumption is proportionately
`^	 out of scale for the driver-only case. The AIR trigs appear at the high-^
	 6
energy, high-dolltt r-cost end of the scale. Not only daes the absolute
r
value of these costs increase as we proceed from BUS to A Ili, but Ch^:ir
	 ^
ratio increases substantially, from approximately 7 kwh per dollar for
BUS, RAIL and I^iETRO to more than twice that for AIR.
	 ;'^
	
The energy vs. time picture, i3x Figure ^, is aNear--mirror image 	 ;^
:^
pf F^.gure 4, Energy and time appear inversely correlated in the bray
that energy and dollar costs were correlated. Here RAIL and BUS trips
are mere separate and BUS trips i.n general are mare time -consuming	 _
=	 than 12AIL even though their dollar costs are similar. Tn general, Figure S
sho^rs decreased travel time resulting in increased expenditure of energy
Ranl^in ; MiAZ,N modes in Chi: order of increasing energy cnnsumptivn : SUS,
	
d
RAIL, Nt^TRO, AUTO and A7R, the order is preserved to a surprising degree
for increasing dvll^ r costs and decreasing ; ^ravel times.
,.
Now we Iavk aC travel Circe and dol^ .ar casts, ar time vs. money:
3
the two criteria a trave7 . er is apt to use in chaasing l:he way to travel
b®twean two points. Figure b contains the results, showing Che inverse
	 - -^
cprrelativn tae anticipated. In general, BUS trips consume considerably
,. ^
tuore time than dv RAIL trips withouC being much cheaper: as is evident
from Figures 3 or 4, the relatively minor energy savings perhaps daes
not• warranC th:e added Cravel time. Compared with the other MAIN modes,
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ATR trips are considerably more expensive, as t^el.l. as time saving. To
e^:amine this in more detail, r^re return to the "time value" index V^
discussed previously far spec^.fic Clifton-ta-Rockville trips.
Again defining V^ as the negative ratio of the dollar cast difference to
difference in total trove? time (See ^q. 2} , we assume that trip L is
t^rarth the added dollar cost if the traveler values his time mare than
V^^ dollars par hour, Using the mean values shat^n in Figure 6, we
sh^xZ'1 compare the average trip by one MAIl^I made with the average by
another (AIR vs. AUTO, for example}.
Results are shaun.3 i.n Table $^ To combine the energy results with
the time-money comparison, cae s'ttaw corresponding values of added energy
CO5tS Ate, given by the difference in average energy consumption for
trips by MAIrT modes L and M. As ire saga in I'ig ure 3 the more expensive
trip generally cons+^caes more energy. Thus, if Lis maze expensive than
^1, we see generally positive zesults far V^ and Ate.
In our sample, AZ.R trips are the quickest but the mast expensive.
Q}s the averrcge, AUTO costs $l6 less but takes 1.1. hours longer: the
AIlt t:xip is ^rorth the added expense for the traveler whose tune value
is greater than $14^ per hour. Should a traveler choose AUTD on this 	 - -^
basis, he migE-► r save several. hurtdred tcwh of energy, depe^idi.zzg nn wheL-her 	 ;:
;^	 _
he drives alone ar not.
.^
RA.Z costs S30 Tess than AIR, but because the added tinge is ovex
^ hours, the time value is similar to the AIR vs. ..?UTD catrparison. Noc:r:	 ,^
^^^
the substantial (near3:y 700 ktah} energy savings of [TAIL over ATR.
k	 ;,
We emphasize the non-random nature of our sample. Hoca representat^:ve 	 ^ `
of other 200-mile trips our sample is needs further exploration.	 ?^
;^^
Ei
^^.	 .
^. _.^^
o ^ ^	 L ^^ vii j
`p ^ pn the average:	 AIRS is preferable to AVfiO if travelez^s time $x4. per Added 90 to 460 kr^h
b is worth more than hour energy cost
^
1^
sf n ^^T$a " $l5. 11 580	 ...
Ya ^
r3'`Sf
^	 1! TT
1^ti JL1r 't .^xJ• t' LIJL
II 11
^U^ I' $ D. Tr LJ^^
Ago " r^TRa 1f $^^. Il x20 to X90
► 1 ^, AAIL 'I ^x2. 11 l70 to 540
11 =I BL1S " $ b. ^	 190 to 550
METRO 1111 RAIL 11 ^ x
``
x . " 50
fl Tf $US " Y	 '-1'. fT ^0
i^R1 J.la " }3 U .^ t1 ^	 xa " xJ
'Time value V is computed from Rquatian ?. In .11 cases, trips by MAIN made L, on the average, cast
more money and less`Mtime than Chase by Pf2,II$ mode M,
^A 
M represents the average energy consur^ptian for trips by MAIN mode b minus average energy consumptioa
for tr^ps by ^f. Range shaven far data ^.nvalving AUTO indicates different occupancy levels,
'^Rach M^1II^1 made shaven represents tt^e average of all trips by that i^xTd mode.
^	 ->	 ^
-^3-
The comparison with the Ioraest time value is RAIL vs BUS: RAIL
caeca, nn the average, only $1.10 more but saves 1 . 5 hours. The added
energy cost is very small (15 icwh), so that for the trips studied, RAIL
appears in a good light when compared with BUS.
A comparison of AUTO and MgTRO is interesting. The time value V^
of $19. represents a sma11 increment in dollar cost of $4. and an insigni-
fican^ time savings of 13 minutes. The energy savings can be substantial
if compared wriL-h :3river-only AUTO. These xesults represent average
values for all METRO trips examined.
Perhaps a more realistic comparison is between AiJTO and auto-METRO-
'	 auto (As Tab 1e 2 showed, both trip types were included for all origin-
destination pairs). For this comparison the time value V^ is negative:
AUTO costs al^tast $I more and takes nearly one-half hour longer. In
addition, the energy consumed for the AUTO trips is nearly 500 k^lh mare
per person - trip if the driver travels alone, and 2 passengers (i.e.,
AUTO occupancy of 3} are required before the energy consumption for
AUTO and guts -METRO-auto becomescomparable. 'his is nne of the rare
cases 4^here one trip type costs Less ?n dollar, time and energy terms:
similar results were seen for specific AUTD and auto- -METRO-2,utn trips
between Clifton and Rockville, as Hated, and fax essentially all other
origin -destination pairs in the study. ^Tith the criteria used here,
th-Qn, auto-METRO-auto appears unequiyocably preferable to AUTO fox
medium-range intercity trips.
^	 I	 I	 I	 I	 i	 t
^4t^-
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This result prompted a search among all pairs of trips, for any in
which one txip is uniformly moxe costly than the other, in time, dallax ,
and energy terms. W^ looked first at the average valraes for each trip
type, and then at spec-Lfic trips between origin and destinati.an. '
I;rc^m. the total. of ^42 trip types . {or, mode cam3^inations) stuaied
here f a comparison of over $00 pairs is possible. For the average vat es,
less than one-tenth of-the possible pairs s^.aw greater tine, dollar.and.
energy costs. for one trip type Aver another: as already tnenri:oned, the
trip type costing more in dollars typica? ly consumes more energy a^.d
Tess time.
Of the e^Ceptions the following pattern emerged:. on the average,.
mazty RAII, trips are cheaper in all three ways -then v:any SUS trips : aJ.ta^
RA11,-auto vs. auto- -BUS-auta,. fox example, The . three specific origin°.
destination- pairs for which both of ^ these trip types are opt^.an5 show
the same pattexn: each specific auto»RAa,--auto tr^.p consumes Tess energy,
money and time than the auto-BUS-auto trip between th y: same origin and
destination. , similarly, speci.f is results uphold the trends of the average
results fay- all BUS vs . 1^1T"^ comparisons , In this Light, RAC. trips
appear preferable to BUS trips, even, cs it turns out, when the BUS
trip relies more on 'the auto {e.g, auto-- $U5-bus- vs. bus-RAl'L-rail).
A terminal-to-terminal comparison of TtAIL and BU5 would show RAC,
as less time-consuming but mare energy-costly (Dollar costs are similar,
at approximately 6^ per mile). The change indicated by a consi.derati.on
.	 of originwto-destination trips, wherein RAa, appears favorab le to BUS an
all. counts, of course depends on current practice of BU5 tries: 1.ocatian
of terminals and frequency of service (as well as our sub ,^ ectzve judgment
that a BUS traveler mzght be reluctant to pay far a ta.Ki to his destination).
2 ,(
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,^ lafllc tzt • average values for ^^ETRO and RAC, trips leads to a deceptf.vely
s^im^,lax conclusion, Chat RAZZ trips may be preferable to ?METRO txi.ps. Far
a
e:^ample, an the average rail-.METRO-auto trips cos y mote uEaney, t^.me and
'	 energy than rail.-RAZT,-auto trips. But any trot*eT.er knows that between
the same. origin and destinatia^i, which sre linked to 'the same terminaI.s
fox RAZL or METRE, the 1+iETRO trip takeA less tithe and casts mare money ,
{as sell as energy than the comparalal.e trip. The four specific trips for
which ra^.l-^4ETR0-auto and rail--Rt^ZL-auto are both opL-ians sho4f h^.gher dolxar,
energy costs bc^t lotaer time for the MSTRO grip. Zn the several other cases
wheze on the basis of average values RAZL appears ^avoxable t:a METRO,
spec^.fic. tr^.ps usually contradict this trend, sa that RAZZ is preferable
in same way{sand ^3ETR0 in other {s.) .
possibly we should restrict aux comparisons of trips by dz.ffereilt
•	 I+L^IN modes to trips with simils.r linits an bath ends.. Rxcept is r those
mentionc^c^c AUTO vs, auto-METRQ-auto, auto-BUS -auto vs. auto-RAIL-auL•o,
auto-SUS-auto vs. rail--auto--RAZI,-aut:a, {and rzil-^fETI€O-aut,a vs. rail-
BAI:7;-auto,. for w^.ich speci:^ic results da not uphold the average.}, all
camgar^.sons yield one trip mere costly an only twn a^ the three counts
{e.g, money, energy but not Cime).
.^ -few cases e:cist for c^hch the more energy--intens3:ve tr^.p costs
less t^:me an^.maney^ {e.g., bus-RAZE-auto vs. rail.-bus-^BUSwauto), These
aamgarisoxts shag a tithe-many incentive to use mare energy.. A change xn
dare structure t..ight Shu=t the isicentive to the mare energy-thri:£ty mdde
combination-.
t
__	 ^	 _	 ^
^. ^^^_
pur analysis thus far has placed no dollar va?.ue an the actual
time spent in travel, but only an the additional time spent due to
one type o£ trip versus another. An alternative approach is to examine
the total dollar cast of a trip, to reflect the out--o£^pocket costs and
in addit^.an any earnings last from spending t^.me z.n travel. This new approach
of course, depends on the validity of the "bare equals araney" hypothesis,
which is at best subject to criticism,
Let v represent the value o£ an hour oz a traveler's time, as
measured perhaps by his earning power. Zf the_ trip's £are {or, ^ the
case a£ AtiTp, operating and toll. expei^3es j is G and the time expended
in hours is T, then the fatal dollar cost reflecti,-^g both time and dollar
exgenditures becomes
Nate that A(Q) corresponds to the dollar costs presented previously,
in Figures 2,3,x. and G. We have seen that i31lS and RArL trips are com^
parable in dollar casts. ' irlith ^,ncreasing values of v, I3US diverges d and
bg v _ ^^lf? per liour^ B1iS trips on the average are 2Q°!o higher than RAIL
trips .
In order to compare the MANN wades an the basis o£ the total cost
estivate. D{y), D and T «ere averaged over all a.rig^.n-destinat^.on pairs,
.far each trip. type, to obtain average fatal costs I3{v) as a £unction
a£ v. The resulting range in values far each hIA^7 mode is shoe itt
Figure 7. At the lacaer end of the scale (v=o), representing out^of^
paaket e;;pendi.tures, BIIS and RAIL trigs are equally inexpenside. i?^e
cheapest riETRC? trip casts vat much mote than the west expensive BUS or
P:Ai^, tr^:p, Veit in general kfNTRp is ct^nsiderably more e^;pensive. AV.^O
over^.aps with the-upper part o£ the METRO scale. AIli is far abnva the
other ^1AI[^ ►codes, by approximately a £actor of tt^o.
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Figure 7; TOTAL DOLLAR COST ll(v) FOR AVB^.tAGE SUBURB-aQ-SUBURB TRIP.
.	 Case includes ouC-of-^ocicet e.^penditures C {carresPanding to dollar
costs sho^at^ in Figures 3 , ^ and b) and value v placed an passenger's
tI.me T, where D{v)-C+Tv. For each MAIN mode, tha range o^ (average)
_	 zesul^ts obtained fo. each trip type zs shocrn. 	 _
r	 .:..	 _	 _,.
As v increases, RATS, retaains es the'less expensive mode: BUS diverges;
arLth the upper, end of its range `^Qin^ far above Drips by ^.ny other ^tnde
'	 (auto-bus.-BATS-bus, from Allenht^rst, produced the maximum value for A(^7.0.), of
.	 nearly $lOQ). A great deal of overlay appears aman^; AZR, M^TR^:and RAIL (as Drell as
T31T5} trips as v increases, wh:^le AITT6 beao^es less expsns^.ve than mast
trips. It is iziteresting that dollar casts for AIK can compare favozabT.y
with the other modes if a txave.'].er values his time as '^expens^.ve° T a	 -
l:f we were ta. examine the results for . each .trip type within .the
Lange shown for the patent ^t4IlV modes, several patterns emerge, >:~ar . ar,y
N1A^N made, auto-l^A]N°auto, of all trip types studa.ed, is the. most .ex- 	 ^^
'- _,
pensive at v=o, By v^.10, the. same. (average) trip becomes the cheapest
a
heaause of the travel. time. saved at both ends of the trip. Tn general
trigs involving one ar mara auCo links, when comp^.red with other trips
using the same j^AIN mode, are _more sxpens Lve in tanks- c7€ ...direct costs
(i. e. , v=o) , but became rslative.T.y chezq for the trave^.er mho places	 i
a Iti.^h value an h^.s own time.
s
'T`he reverse is ixt genewaL true: at ^=a., fog any MA.Il^T mode the.	 ^
cheapest trip hype ^.s one which -uses- non.-auto linlcs (^.g. , bus.-RAIL-
raid. trips average the lowest fare of all RATI, trips studied}, and'
at v=lD the ^c+st expensive - again zs usually one_-not neceasarilp the
same aiae—with bus . and rail links at . batki ends (rafl-busuRAlL
xail far RAIT, trips) . `Thus auto .inks toad to increase the do7.T.ar
^.
;. ,..{as yell as energy} costs of a trip, but ^r%thout -tile ^^a^.ti^,g aid ofiher
;. additional travel -
times associated wzth other link modes, autq ^zse can
,..	 ,
_.: ,...
reduce total dal.lar costs -- on. the. time-- equalswmancy hypothes%s.	 ^^
_,
;.
Crre have observed that lotr^cost trips axe .. genera.].ly enargy^-thrifty..
ij
^^
.	
-	 ,: ,
1	
I
I
-__
I
v
_^g,^
l
^^^
•	 f
lined(F^.gure 4) .	 phis, com with Figures 6 and $, implies that the -
traveler wh,o places little value on his o^m time is likely to choose an
' -	 -t
energy-thrifty trip, wYsile the traveler at the other end of the scale r
(with v ^ $3.0 per hour)• wil l rely on energy-^.ntensive travel.
	 Inhere -	 ^
energy conse?-vat^.on is ;the goal, market incentives shov.ld he aimed at
the traveler with TT earr_^.ng power", to divert him frnm the fastest, mast
i
energy--intetzsiue modes,; or s equiva^.ently, to improve the sertrice
cliaxactera.sta,cs of the energy-thrifty modes, so that the overall trip
}
times can compete wfth the minimum travel times offered by the other more ^^
energy--intensive modes.
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F.^ CONC^,UDII^TG RBMARItS
We have examined time-money-energy costs associated with specific
and "average" trips between Necaark and Washington suburbs. The reader
may ak this point wonder whether any traveler couldn't draw the same
conclusions drawn sa laboriously here: ik is Cominan knowledge, far
example, tihat Al1t travel can be faster but is mr,re dollar-and energy-
costly than a sim{lar trip by BCIS. '.'his work has attempted to put a
quantitative grasp on these concic^sians, to ascertain ko what exkent
one type c►f trip is more or less costly Chan another, whEn energy= time
axkd dollar casts are i^tcluded, for all segments of the trip connecting
its origin with its des^tinatian.	 .
Substantial data have been generated in the course of this vrork.
With the hcircdreds of trips analysed, any number of specific campar^.sans
are passible, wikh generalizable conclusi.ans more difficult to draw.
Thu data will. continue to be reworked; ether indices will hopefully be
'devised far comparing trips on this multi-dimensional, energy - time^-
dollar basis, ^vi.th the ultimate aim of presenting concise conclusions
of use in intercity travel policy.
L`ventually, additional costs associated Faith emissions and noise
should be added to complete the total cost analysis of intercity trips.
Preliminary data have been generated co-^cerning hydrocartzan, carbon mono-
•	 xide and nitrogen oxide emissions as well as area "dist :^rbed" by noise.
presentation of this pail of khe study awaits scare reliable basic
emissi.ans a-sd noise data for same of the wades, and, perhaps mare impor-
tent, an objective way of comparing one type of emission with another,
or nai.se generated by one made with raise from another.
^^ ^^^^	 _
'	 ^^^	 3
..
	 ,.
_.,..	 ;:.	 .
,^
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Ultimately, the Qeneralizability o^ the results ^.ould be tested,
once a methodalagy is developed by which oile can draw concise conc7.usiana, it
will hopefully be applied to trips between other suburb pairs j .n the New Ynrk-
to-Washington corxidor and other areas irs the T3. S.
z
•	 ^	 ^^
^'
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APPENDLK. ^ ENEt^GY CONSUMPTION PEI{ VEHICLE-MILE SY MtA^ES USED IN INTERCITY T^iAV^:^
Table ^ contained the energy»per-passenger..mile (f pm) data assumed
throughout the analysis. These estimates were based on energy consumption
per vehicle-mile (E^) and the average occupancy level (p passengers
par vehicle};
E pry = ^^vm ^ p
	
^R I ^
The quantity Cym is calculated Pram the operating energy requirements,
per vehicle^mile (O o), plus the energy consumed in the manufacture of
the vehicles (M^} and guideways (ri g } amortized over their respective lifetimes
(vax^dL^,}:
Table AI contains the values of the data needed to evacuate ^
vn
	
and U
	
In addition, seating capacity 3 of^ each vehicle
pm
is listed, Results are shaven for each of the wades used in the intercity
trips analyzed here: IvL^1IN modes AUTO, BUS, conventional RAIL, t^TRO-
Iiner and AIR; link modes auto, bus, rail and walls. The derivation of
these data is described is the following. A general discussion of the
manufacture energy requirements precedes a description of the operata..xsg
energy requirements, which is arranged by mode.
A. MANLi^'ACTURE ENERGY R>;QUIREMENTS
The manufacture energy requirements for bus and auto were derived
7.n reference S. With similar methodology, the calculation for conventional
rail, the Metroliner and the airplane was part of this caork. Evaluation
of ^ requires $ detailed analysis of the material content of the vehicle:
this was based an specific manufacturer specifications and, in addition,
census of Manufactures data.
kReference 5 cantai.n s a description of this methodology.
E . .,.	 ..
	
__	
_..	
.
_.	 ..	
•
___	
..	 _..
AIR
via
i^at3anal
109
5D
3.4
l0
58
33a
l46
l47
l.3
2.g
via
Oulles
8g
22
4.2
l0
5$
330
?02	 .
203
9.2
S;
p^
rig
	
.*.	 -	 LMw:
9^
	
.	 Lg.
vehicle capacity
average occupancy (including
driver for auto}
energy required to manu-
facture vehicle
lifetime of vehicle
energy required,ta con-
struct lane-mice of
guideway
guideway lifetime
,.	
_	 ..
..
.	
fable Hi
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR hl00ES USEa IN INTERCITY TRA1lEL
Link Modes	 AiAIN Modes
_	 Auto	 Bus	 Rai l	 1Ja 1 is	 AlJTO	 ^	 ^	 1^ E'i'RO
6 44 72 72
2.2 28.4 4i 40
0.039 0.28 2.0 2.i
O.l i 3 3
4.6 4.6 5.a 5.0
160 54 35 35
2.80 7.03 t2.4 z5.b
3.22 7.42 13.2 2b.4
0.54 O,17 0.18 0.37
1.46 o.z6 0.32 o.b6
S	 (seats per vehicle) 6
p {passengers per vehicle) 1.4
1
My (million kwh per vehicle) 0,039
Lv (million vehicle-•miles) 0.1
M g (miilian lash	 per mile) 4.6
L g {million vehicles)	 160
6a {kwh per vehicle--mile) 3.39
6 (kwh per vehicle-mile) 2 3.6i
ism (kwh per seat-mile) 0.606 p (lcwh per passenger-•mile) 2,^$^	 m
^„
i
4a 72 1
8.0 41 1
a.3o 2.0 -
i 3 -•
4.6 5.q -
5LF 35 --
8.66 12.4 O.g63
g.o3 13.2 x.063
0.23 O.18 0.063
i.13 0.32 a. 063
Legend:
6	 operating energy consumption
°• per vehicle mile
^vm' total energy consumption per
vehicle mile including ape ration
and manufacture (Eq. A 2)
E = 4r /s: energy consumed per
sm seat-mile	 ^
E .= F /p: energy consumed per 	 ^
pm	 pessenger-•mil©	 ^;^
p
'^ O
^w
^' OO
^ Srealcdown of manufacture energy contributions for vehicT.es appears I.n fiabJ.a A2.
2Ener^y per vehicle-mile; including operate-an and manufactures con.t^'^but3.on.ss, is computed from
._s^	 ^^ ^ 60 +-x- v/^ v -i- rig/I,g {^q. ^) e
,^
l	 ^
^..	 ^	 _	 _	 .1
'	 -:i 5^-
^'he greatesC effort was expended %n the calculation of the energy
i
requ-?red to manufacture an aircraft. A 67-ton Boeing passenger air--
craft Baas used as a prototype, and values of My for other aixcraft.
used in the Newarit-to Washington route were .scaled up or down according
to weight. 'The material analysis, based on a Boeing publication, was
generously supplied by Joseph Anderson at NASA Ames. 8
 The resulting energy
consumption, totaling nearly 6 million kwh, appeared schematically in
Rigure 1 on page 12. The f'abr3cation sod assembly, from Census of !^ia.nu-
factures data, accounts for 3fl percent of the total.
Table A2 shows a brea^cdown of the manufacture energy My for the
auto, bus, rail, and Metraliner, as we?1 as for the b7
-
ton aircraft.
In general the average energy consumed per tau is between 20,000 and
30,Q00 kwh per tan. T^"or the aircraft it is considerably higher, because
of the high proportion of aluminum {the praductia^t of r^hich costs aver
60,000 ktah per ton} as we11 as the praportionafiely h^.gh fabrication energy,
The average vehicle lifetimes Lv fox the auto, bus and rail modes
axe taken from Reference 5. 'The est^.mate shown far AIR is consistent
9
with vehicle Life of ^O, p40 flight hours and, for one-hour flights
between New York and i^tashington, an overall average speed of 250 miles
per hazer.
The guideway contribution, M^Ii.g, is sufficiently small to warrant
a very rough analysis. ^'or rail and Metroliner, we adopted estimates
used prev^.ously for urban rapid transit (reference 5}, and for air a
lflflfl-foot runway was assumed to be constructed ra?th specifi.catinns, on a
per square foot basis, similar to U.S. Interstate (again, reference 5},
with an added 4 ^,nches cf Portland concrete. The corresponding runway
lifetime was derived from the ^uivalent of a 90-second headway for 12 hours
per day, over a 1.5-year period, amortizedover^hal£ of the 225-mile route.
.	 ,
,_ ..._
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Table A2
ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FDR THE MANUFACTURE OF AN
AUTOMOBILE, BUS, CONVENTIONAL RAIL AND i^ETROLINER CARS, ANO AIRCRAFT
Auto l 	Bust 	Conventional rai] 3
Vehicle Weight (tons}	 1.8	 1D.0	 78.6
^.
	
A i rc ref t6
82.9
	
66.7
Total energy to manufacture
veh i c] e ( fcwh)
26,89a 2OS,ODO 1.64 x lab 1.72 x
	 lob 3.^3 x lOb
...
1,2]U l],800 O.D7 a.D7	 ^ 0.08
9, 600 71E, 4DO 0.21 D.26 2.33,
9DD 5,8oa D.o4	 ^ D.a^.	 ^ D.o6
a,
38,600 3aD,00D 1.g6 x lab z.D 8 x iab 5.88 x 1Db
Energy Cc tribUtions (icw1^}:
manufacture of metallic
materials
manufacture of other
materia]s
fabrication of parts and
assembly of the vehicle
transpartati pn of materials
Average manufacture energy
per ton
	
21,4uo
	
30,000
	
24,900
	
25,100	 $8,1 DD
1. Corresponds to automobile assumed for 1inEc and MAIN modes.
2. Corresponds to intercity Bl]S used as MAIN mode; bus used as link was assumed to be sightly smaiier.
3. Corresponds to locomotive -hauled Congressional car; estimate includes energy contribution from manufacture of
locomotive. Vaiue shown was used for rail i'rnic and MAIN mode RAIL.
^F. Used for AiETRD.
5. Based on Boeing 6^ ton l30 - passenger aircraft.
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AUTO, auto
'The energy required to operate an automobile one mile, ^, is com-
puted from the energy equivalent of one gallon o= gasoline (39.2 kwh,
including refining ) 5 , divided by the average miles ger gallon, t:'or
7.0
urban auto (used as linl^}, cae assumed 12.3 mpg, while far intercity
A^iTO, which combines highway with some stop -and-go driving, a higher
^tralue, 14 mpg, was assumed. The latter is quite close to the 1970
11
national average,
I3U5, is us
The diesel fuel used by buses represents 43.3 kwh per gallon,
including ref ining. 5 The t*aloe of C for link bus was based on theQ
ZO
average 5 . 05 miles per gallon for a local New 3ersey bus company, while
the average far intercity BUS between New York and tdaslnington is higher,
at 6.16 miles per gallon-?
liAl^,, rail
By estimates of Penn Central engineers, conventional New York to
].3
Washington trains use 3.30 kwh of electrical energy per car-mile,
When f ue7. steam ^ieating for elecCric locomaeives and diesel fuel for
switching engines are included, as implied by financial estimates, the
energy cansumpti.in becomes 3.77 kwh/car-mile. The generation, trans-
mission and distribution of lkwh of electricity requires the consumption
of over 3 ^'wh of energy resources. Assuming an overall end-use efficiency
of 30 . 5%5 , the operating energy consumed for RAIL, becomes 7.2.4 k^coh per
car-mile, For want of better data -- promised but not forthcoming from
a large rail company in *Iorthern New 3ersey -the same value of 6o was
adopted for link rail.
,;;^ 
_ ^
t	 ^	 ^	 ^
—^_	 Tiip' 1" "'^"'l ^..	 '^ lS iF—xa. _^—rcr=^ ^ .: ^= 'yr^n'4^'•"^^^.^.—.wa.s
w58-
a	
l:n ganeraT, batter estimates era needed concerning energy conaumptioci
i
b y all types of rail.: how much energy is consumed, and far what phase ^
of the operation.
METRO	 ^
Again from Fenn Central estimates, the electrical, energy consumed
by METROLiner i.s considerab Ly more: 7.$1 kwh per car--m^.le, yr 25.b
kwh of energy resources per car-mile. As Table A2 indicates, this cannot
be explained by excess ureight of Metroliner cars, Apparently the dis-
crepancy between AfETRO and RAIL energy consumption is due more to the
difference in travel speed: by their design rietroliner trains operate
optimally at higher speeds, but must decelerate and accelerate frequently
^ response tv the out-of-date, winding track. Aga^.n, we recomQend
further research in this area.
A xFt
Energy usage is very dependent upon the type of gircraft used. The
14
distribution of flights and average flight times, as of June l5, 197•,
betvreen Newark and Sdashingtan airports, are shown at the tap of Table A3,
The average values of ^ ,o mere estimated from weighted averaged of energy
consumption results obtained for each aircraft type.
4t^r g,val was to estimate g v , for each aircraft type, for aay flight
path and distrt^tce or time of flight. Relying on Calspan data l5 for the
tahi, takeoff, climbaut and approach modes,^^and on NREC estimatasl6
far the cruise mode, we obtained fuel consumption estimates far relevant
engine types	 {3T$D far the 727's and DC9; 3T9B fa^- the 7Q7, and T56-A15
Tc^rboprvp for ^'H227) . As the tests were carried out at ground level., the
resulL-s were adjusted for the lower fuel consumption rates at high altitude
17
using engine manufacture."estimates.
	
The assumed times spent in each
made correspond to U.S. EF4 cycle times: 25 minutes for taxi-idle (total
	 `1
,^
'L	 bE:ained far emissions testin 	 !+These I,abaratory data Caere przmari y . o	 g^
far the U,S, Envirnnniental Protection Agency. The cruise mode rsas excluded 	 _i
Exam their tests. Sae es;d their data to obtain emissions {HC, CO and I^ p ) asx
well as fuel 4onsumption estimates.
_i,	 ..	 .
"{'a f3 I a A3
ENE[^Gl' CONSU pSP'tI0I+1 BY AYRCRAF^' 11SFQ Tip NE+fIARK^TO-4fASi^lTPIGTOi^ Fi,iGHT5
^1etirark to t^ationai
	 Newark to Dulles
1235 airplar^6-micas)
	 (255 airpiana-miles}
7z7^lao	 727-20a	 oc -30	 707-120	 7z7^1oo	 FHZZ7
Distribution of flights, as of June 1874	 33. 1 1	 22.5%	 1g.7°/,	 9.9f	 4.9°la	 9.91
Total flight time (minutes)	 5S	 56	 55	 71	 7z	 76 t
Fuel	 consumption	 (gallons} i for	 individual
flight modes: ^ ^
taxi 2 16g. 16g. 112. 217. 16g. 65, i
takeoff 4S. 4S. 30. 7S. 4S. 6. ^
i
climbaut g4, g4. 63. 155. 94. 20.
cruise Got. 635. 4aS. Igl3. 1043. log. ^
approach 82. 82. 55. 130. 82, 20.
Tratal	 fuel	 {gallons} consumed for trip' 3 991. IO2S. 665. 24g1. I433. 21g.
Ik
^o:	 energy	 {icwh)	 per arc rplane-mi In 158. 164. 106. 367. 21 i . 34. i
^.	 Operating energy	 {k<^rh}	 per scat--mile 1.7 l .2 1	 . I 2,8 2..2 D.7S
i Energy equivalence of jet fuel	 (JP^} c•^as assumed	 to be 37.6	 kti^rh/gallon far al l	 ai rcraft except the FH227, 4`J171Gh	 uses	 a ^
dii'ferent foci with higher energy content (39.^^,	 including refining). {Reference Z9} `
2
FPA Cycle times ara assumed: 	 25 minutes to tai	 for taxi	 - idle at both ends of the trip;.a.7 minutes	 in takeoff, 2.2
ant nukes	 i n c1 i mbc^ut, 4.0 minutes	 i n approaciZ^ and the remaining t i me	 i n the cr;, i se mode ( Times for FH227 are s i i ghtl y
di fferent;	 see te::t. } 1
'Contribu^ians may not add to to tai due to individuai rounding.
!	
`
,.^; ..	
_,.^_
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far both ends of trip), 0.7 minutes i^ takeoff, 2.2 minutes in climbout,
LE.O minutes in approach, and the remaining tip in the cruise mode (fox
FHZ27, times were slightly different: O.S minutes far takeoff, 2.5
x.5,18
fox cl,imbout and ^.5 far approach). 	 '
ThE resulting energy consumption estamates,f ar each aircraft type
by f^.ight mode,. appear in Table A3, The variation among aircraft types
^.g enoxmous, Far flights to Dulles, the energy consumpt^.on far the 707
trap i^ an order of magnitude higher than far the Fx227. Even ou a
seat-mile basis, cahexe the lower capacity of the rFt227 as included.,
a factar^of-three discrepancy exists in tt^ same direction. Newaxic to
Dulles trips are frequently part Qf a longer Bight, to which the 707
is better suited in energy terms. Zt should be noted that these figures
do not reflect recent improvements in aircraft energy efficiency, which
have occurred ix^ response to thn "energy crisis': perhaps this inefficiency
of the 707 is exagge:rsted in present terms.
The tu.rbaprop Fi^i227, on the other hand, looks extremely efficient
for traps in the 200 tv 250-tni.Ie :.•ange. The reason it is used fox only
s. small.postian of the trips is apparently because its flight path in
catts^derably lacaer than it is for, albeit less efficient, smaJ.l jets,
Tt is c^,ear Pram this ana^.ysis that L-he choice of aircraft to a
.great extent determines the ovexall energy consumed bettaeen tcan air
terminals. lii th^.s sense we should talk .bout a shift tcs more effiaien;t
aircraft ^-- a meas^e in the contra.l of f^.ight operators and government
agencies. -- in the sa^se cray as tae speatc of a shift to bus or raiX^-^
cahich as ultimately controlled by the indzvid^:al. This shift to snore
efficien` aircraft is perhaps as iu^parta;tt an energy--saving . measure as
the, probab ly more difficulty goal of incre gsed average occupancy.
i
^' •	 j
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